96 legacy wagon

Subaru Legacy 96 overheating problem question. I have a 96 subaru legacy wagon with around
miles on it. It has intermittent overheating problems every couple of weeks. Would air have
worked its way out after 2 months or could this still be a problem? How do I tell if this is the
problem and how do I fix it if it is? Do you. Set heater for maximum heat. Remove radiator cap.
Loosen drain plug and remove drain bolt if equipped from engine block. Drain coolant reservoir.
Loosen bleed bolt and fill radiator up to base of filler neck. Close bleed bolt when coolant flows
out without bubbles. Tighten bleed bolt. With radiator cap removed, start and operate engine to
normal operating temperature. Add coolant if necessary and check for leaks. Was this answer.
Please login or register to post a reply. An overheating engine is never a good thing to have
happen. If the problem is caught quickly you can save the headache of a major engine repair
and possibly having to buy a I Replaced The Overheating Subaru Legacy Outback 2.
Overheating Subaru Outback , Miles. Compression Check Passed Sponsored links. Ask a Car
Question. It's Free! By wtdash , February 8, in Subaru Retrofitting. Side note: I've wanted to
build a ''99 Legacy Outback turbo'd wagon for years. But it's totaled. Also was blowing some
blue smoke on startup. I ran it in another project and knew the head gaskets were toast. So, I
put an extra set of EJ22T turbo heads on it withe EJ22T head gaskets, plugged the oil and water
lines on the passenger side head and have put about 3K miles on it since. Tangent: I have no
proof and haven't driven a non-turbo 2. But this setup sucks down the petrol. I'm guessing
20mpg is it for around town and when driving on the freeway mph it's the same. Maybe mid's on
a 60mph highway cruise. Not a lot less than the stock 2. A friend of mine recent;y did a similar
swap on a 97 Impreza. Used 22t heads, td04, 06 wrx intercooler, and other various wrx stuff.
Works great, and runs well! The good news is the ratio seems to be pretty safe hovering or
below. Not sure I trust the readings below - seems TOO rich Initial driving impressions are
good. The WRX exhaust is pretty tame which I wanted! I've yet to hear any pinging on the 92
octane in the tank. Performance is not going to overwhelm anyone, but my 'test hill' - an uphill
climb on the local interstate for about 2 miles - showed the turbo doing its thing. Weight is
going to be your biggest enemy. Avoid the fully welded as those are rebadged 44 series
Flowmaster or similar. I suggest 3" as it'll lower your back pressure and flow a little better since
it's not a straight-through design. I also suggest dumping the factory NA cats and running a
single, aftermarket high flow cat that crosses with a WRX STi or similar, and if you have the
room, go with a 2. Wouldn't hurt to run a FMIC cross-flow style and maybe 2" thick. Good
quality ones are plentiful used and will help improve pep any time ambient is over 62F.
Regardless, cool to see someone just go and turbo their car to make it more "fun". Are you
using the 22t intake manifold? Wondering, because I'm also boosting my ej22 and there isn't a
place for the 1 way valve behind the IACV. Hoping I won't have an issue there with host going
where I don't want it toâ€¦ The manifolds I have aren't machined for the 1-way valve the 22t
manifold hasâ€¦. Are you still going to use the radiator side inlet in tandem with trans cooler? If
not, it won't matter as it'll just pass-thru. If you want even better cooling performance, get a
small fan and zip tie it to the cooler. Could probably run them off key on source until thermostat
switch is installed. I'd still like to find another 2. And No 5-speed swaps You need air moving
over the cooler. If it's packed tightly were stagnant air resides, you'll want a fan on it. If it can
catch some air across the fins, you should be OK. Not sure why you'd frown on a fan s? The
more torque you put through an auto trans, the higher the converter can stall. A trick in the old
days was putting a small torque converter from a lower powered engine behind a big block big
blocks made a ton of early torque and this allowed for higher stall speeds. Higher stall speeds
allow the engine to launch at a higher rpm, where it's making more power. The downside is
extra heat plus mechanical failure if converter was weak. The upside was obviously getting a
higher RPM power level to launch the car from when mashing the pedal vs. Sold car 2 years
ago. You need to be a member in order to leave a comment. Sign up for a new account in our
community. It's easy! Already have an account? Sign in here. Subaru Retrofitting Search In.
Sign in to follow this Followers 4. Recommended Posts. Posted February 8, edited. Car runs
great around town. We were doing about 60mph and my car had nothing left when I went to 'go
faster', so I backed off and pulled back in behind. Went to pass a semi on another two-lane road
and thank the gods we had plenty of open road ahead of us I had time to note the weight gauges
on each axle as I moseyed on by So, it was either the 2. I had most of the parts for the turbo
option sitting in my garage from past projects, so finally decided to go that route The stock MAF
can compensate for the extra air the turbo sucks in. Used two stock hangers bolted together to
hang from the WRX hangers to get clearance Part : Most suggest a for the MAF-based cars. Not
permanently installed. ECU should probably match whether your car is Federal or Calif. Had my
Subaru Guru, Damian A. Still on WG boost. Subaru Guru put new rings on the '96's original 2.
Got it from Partsouq. EDIT: swapped it out for a solid 2. Share this post Link to post Share on
other sites. Posted February 8, Posted February 12, edited. Edited February 25, by wtdash.

Bushwick Posted February 25, Posted April 1, I have the one-way valve installed on this and is
working fine - 5psi. Posted May 1, edited. Edited May 2, by wtdash. Edited May 1, by Bushwick.
Posted May 2, Just saying, you want it to be as cool as possible. Posted January 23, Thread dig
alert! Cheers Bennie. Posted January 24, Posted January 25, Thanks for the update! Create an
account or sign in to comment You need to be a member in order to leave a comment Create an
account Sign up for a new account in our community. Register a new account. Sign in Already
have an account? Sign In Now. Sign In Sign Up. Cash car. Outback but more sort of an Alice
Springs in this vintage. All Wheel Drive. Decent looking and driving, minor surface rustunderneath very good. Cheap 4x4. It Drives great. Good running 2. Very dependable car and
excellent gas mileage. New starter, alternator, and battery. Contact Jason Mostly highway
commuting miles. Regular oil changes and maintenance. This car is All Wheel Drive, handles
great in bad weather, and still gets over 30 mpg regularly. Our Location is: Don Aadsen In good
condition and is running well. White exterior, grey inside inside is in fair condition, no odors Car
is run on a daily basis starts right up Is NOT currently inspected, needs front tires Outback trim.
We reserve the right to make changes without notice, and are not r Come in for a test drive.
Payless Car and Truck S Sort By. Date recent Price highest first Price lowest first. Sort by Date
recent Price highest first Price lowest first. On page 20 40 Make offer. Tacoma, WA. Fairbanks,
AK. Location: Fairbanks, AK 0. Madison, AL. Location: Madison, AL 0. Janesville, MN. Location:
Janesville, MN 0. Frederick, CO. Location: Frederick, CO Other Subaru Models.

